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Multipliers of Bergman Spaces

Do Young Kwak and Gwang-Hui Kim

ABSTRACT. In this paper, we study the multipliers of into 
Lpt when 0 < p' < p. For this purpose, we study the condition 
on the measure 甘 satisfying Aq C Ap (⑴川). It turns out that 
the quotient kq = p/vq over hyperbolic ball of radius less than 
1 belongs to Z；, where 브 十 으- = 1. For the proof, we replace 
the norm of kq by the Riemann sum, and then use a result of 
interpolation theory.

1. Introduction.

Let B = Bn be the unit ball in Cn and let H(B) be the spaces of 

all holomorphic functions in the ball. For g > 0, we let

成3⑵ = 프쁘》*1 -11 히12)9-1成⑵

be the probability measure on B and define L$(B) to be the space 

of all measurable functions f on B for which ||/|g,g = / \f\pdvq is
J B

finite. Also we let Ag(B) = L$(B)nH(B) with the induced norm. Let 

/x be a positive finite Borel measure on B. When n = 1, a necessary 

and sufficient condition for p to hold

(1.1) (/, I 이’’'‘#j" 1/p

for all f G is well known provided 0 < p < pf [4]. For the 

case of polydisc in Cn we refer to [2]. To study the remaining case, 

0 < p' < p, we shall investigate measurable functions g which satisfy 

必fcif.
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LEMMA 1. Given a measurable function g, a necessary and suffi

cient condition that gA^ C L$ is

(1.2)
(JM"'成)% 으 c(J|/|M)1/P

for all f e Af.

PROOF. Sufficiency is trivial. To show that it is also necessary, we 

let T : Af —> Zf be the multiplication operator by g. Since Tf 6 Zf , 

f \gf\p dv is finite. Assume {fn} is a sequence in Af whose limit is /, 

and if Tfn — A in , then J \gfn — 이하' dv —> 0. Now Fatou’s lemma 

gives f \gf — h\p dv = 0, i.e., Tf = h. By the colsed graph theorem, 

T is a continuous operator from Af into L： , which implies (1.2).

2. Average of p over B(a,r).

For a 6 B, we let 

수）=（— 그》一'이厂기허7
悲W 八1-…））

be the involution. We let B(gr) = {z E B : |(月a(X)| < r} and write 

B(a) for B(a, r) when there is no worry of confusion. It is known that 

/ 1 — hl2 \n+q
vq (B(a, r))、= ( ----2112 ) . We let S = B(a, r) and compute

\1 — r |이/

忌 Zl/I?'써

=忌 1=1/0 시씨# (ii!급Sf)"+9 어⑵

之으쑣삗a 시이2)""")乂 = u—시이2)"
Vg(匕 (a))

之 (1 —r2)—Lf(a)|<

Fubini’s theorem gives

I \f\p，< [ Lf⑵[ (乃(印…)))—고 仙么) 成오⑵.

JB JB </B(z,r)
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If ( 6 B(흐, r) then

1 — |끼2 、서이
乃(B(z,r))/內(B((,r)) < 느仙 _ 可 仕 _ 硏))

Since 1 — |竹z«)|2 = (1 — I시2)(1 — I끼2)/11 —〈〈,之〉|2 > l-r2, we have 

乃(B(幻 r))/內(B(〈,r)) 드 4’나?/(1 — r2)2"+2?.

If we put kg(之) = (之, r))/vg(B(之, r)), then

j \f\P，dfl<C I \f\P，kg dVq.

Corollary. If kq e I&, s = p/(p — p') then

(J"씨애 *(J|W사%
(2.1)

for all f in A앙.

The main theorem is the converse of (2.1).

THEOREM. Let I』, be a positive Borel measure on B and let kq(z) = 

//(B(之, r))/vg(B(之, r)), 0 < p1 < p. A necessary and sufficient condi

tion that (2.1) holds for all f in A； is that kq belongs to L으 where 

I/5 + fl /p = 1.

For the proof, we need some result from interpolation theory.

LEMMA 2. kq E L\ if and only if

(2.2) 52 (山JBi)/vq(Biy)s Vq(Bi) < 00, 

where {Bi} = {5(幻, <%)} is a disjoint cover of B.

PROOF. Assum kq E L\. Then (2.2) is nothing but the Riemann 

sum of f \kq\3 dvq.

DEFINITION. A sequence {아} in B is said to be separated if there 

is a 6 > 0 such that |(乃阿(阿)| > 6 whenever i 尹 j. A separated 

sequence is called an interpolation sequence for Ag if the mapping 

T : Ag — is onto, where 애 is the space of sequences satisfying 

乞 |«i|p(l — |서2)n+? < 00. There is a result of R. Rochberg[3] which 

is a generalization of E. Amar on interpolation sequencesfl].
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(2.3)

THEOREM. Suppose inf |q?阿(dj)| = K > 0, then T is a continuous 

map of A$ intoand there is a Kq such that if K > Kq, then T is 

onto.

Now fix K so large that {aj is an interpolation sequence. Let 

r 6 (0,1) be a small number. We construct a separated sequence {bi} 

such that the ellipses {B(&i,r/2)} cover B.

LEMMA 3. There is a constant A such that if r is small, then for 

f e 楊(B)

52 [ 1/(之)-/(oip'서")

<Arp，\\f\\^ (乞以유…))##-3) '

vhere Bi = B(«i, K/2).

PROOF. Lf(之) 一 /(0)|p，< crp，fD \f\p，dvq if D is a small ball. The 

change of variable z — (竹ai (a) gives

(2-4)

… O'A"'(ii三쁘F

< ArP，[ \f\p，dvqlvq(Bi).

J Bi

Integration (2.4) w.r.t. 卜 over j3(«i,r) and summing up, we see that 

the left hand side of (2.3) is less than

Arp，리 느 \f\p，dvq 山、B(、ai, 心此⑵)-1

<Arp， 乞 C4 " 成9)

<Arp' (리. L/T成)’'"(£"(어,r))sW-s)1/s.

This gives (2.3). To complete the proof of the main theorem, we let 

/z be a measure satisfying (2.1). If we replace /』> with 乂{|치<r} • M then 
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(2.1) is still valid. We only need to show ||kg||； is independent of r as 

r •— 1. Hence we assume without loss of generality that p is compactly 

supported. From Lemma 3, if / £ A_ ||/|g < K and p1 < 1, then 

with S(A) =

(2.5)

£ [ \f\p，如 

Jsw

>厂) Lf(아)lp' 如-리 厂) 1/ - fM\p' du

之 £ Lf (아)- p'*' (江/』(wgo」)* .
Since {/(«★：)} may assume the value of any sequence {ck} in the 

sum 乞 Lf(w)|p'/z(S(A)) may assume the value

(£xw)r(i —k니2)(서히1에))1'3

=sup 521 아 KmC日 (이日 r)x

where the supremum is taken over all {이;} with 리 |이:|p，(l —1<세2)= 

= 1. Thus we have

cKp，> £ f \f\p，dix 

Js(k)

> (1 —w) (g>(WOGW1-,1/s.

Now we choose rp，= l/2AKpf and sum over the sequences {ak} to 

get

丁새 < W.

It remains to show that (2.5) implies kq E L；. Set e = r/2 and define 

kq(z) = c))/vg(B(^, €)). If 之 e」B(6i,e) then C B(bi,r)
and so kq(z) < 서(h(&, rj)/vg(B(2：, e)) < 아«(方(허, r))/vg(》j). Thus

f k；dvq < (리i(B(bi, 6))3vq(Bi) -3vq(B(bi, €))

☆ (하, 心此⑷)1-5<C.
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Since the ellipses B(어, e) cover B we get kq G Ig, and the proof is 

complets.
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